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Contact Info

	
224 Boulevard of the Allies,
Pittsburgh, PA, 15222

	+1 (412) 212-6443
	[email protected]





	
	
	
	





















Maximize your SEO Campaigns with


We use classical machine learning methods, along with our whitehat-SEO expertise to predict trends, capture and strategize campaigns that will benefit our clients' SEO campaigns and web strategy the most on the long-term.


Our Process
Pricing
Watch Video
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About Us

We Provide the Best
Data-driven SEO Solutions




Our clients' success is our success. We assure you that the SEO strategies and tactics that we apply on your search engine optimization campaigns are those that will drive the needle forward to capture higher organic search visibility and organic leads for your business.



It's time to take your SEO strategy to the next level
generate more:

	Organic Traffic
	Conversions
	Leads
	Sales
	Revenue


Learn More


























Our process

How Do We Work?




Since 2017, DAI Builds (now Best Marketing) is recognized as one of the leading professional SEO companies in the world. We take pride in making sure that your SEO campaigns are regularly updated with the newest and most effective data-driven SEO tactics and web strategies to dominate your market.





1

Data-driven Decision Making

We process your web properties data and use data analytics, along with classical machine learning methods to base our decision making process.




2

Whitehat SEO Strategies

We use ethical SEO strategies that focus on your audience and fully comply with search engines' SEO rules and policies.




3

A/B Testing

We test our strategies against eachother to determine most performant strategies for your SEO campaigns.




4

Continuous Optimization

We continuously optimize your web properties to take advantage of search algorithms changes, along with keeping up with trends to make sure that you have the best ROI.






FAQ
Pricing
Contact Us
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Services

Explore Our Data-driven
Services









Search Engine Optimization (SEO)

Generate a higher rank on search engines, more organic traffic, more leades, higher revenue, more brand awawreness, more trust and authority by investing in the right search engine optimization plan for your business.












Search Engine Marketing (PPC)

Generate paid traffic, more sales, higher visibility through paid links, higher revenue, prospect leads, higher brand awareness through SEM strategies.












Programmatic Advertising

Automate your advertising on search, social media and PR with programmatic advertising that works when you need it. Generate average savings of $ 1000.00 per month by servicing your programmatic advertising needs with us. 












Web Strategy Consulting

We dig in your web properties and analyze them for any downfalls. We tackle them and make sure that your site is fully performant for your SEO/SEM campaigns.












Web Property Assessment

Generate reporting of your web properties telling you exactly what needs to be optimized, see if any of your webpages have been hacked, we analyze your sites for web health, speed, accessibility, seo and best practices.












Web Performance & Development

Tackle any performance and web developmental needs by choosing to work with us. Tackle any weaknesses on your websites, such as accessibility, seo, site health, errors, warnings, site speed, out-dated frameworks, etc.


















Trusted by the world's smartest brands

Some of Our Clients




Chosen within the region and the globe.
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Pricing

Affordable Price






If you don't see a plan that fits your needs, please contact us for a customized plan. We also offer pro-rated SEO, web performance and web strategy consulting, starting at $ 250.00 per hour.

Purchase an annual SEO plan and save 10%!




	Monthly
	Yearly















Starter

$500.00

Ideal for small businesses ready to tackle their SEO.



	Data-driven SEO
	Keyword Ranking Research
	Local SEO
	On-site SEO
	Mobile SEO
	Off-site SEO
	Link building SEO
	Evergreen SEO
	Social Metrics SEO
	Predictive SEO Trends
	National SEO
	International SEO
	Performance Web Optimization
	Crawling & Site Audits
	Analytics & Reporting Quarterly





Buy Plan
















Pro

$2,500.00

Best Seller!

For businesses looking to take their SEO to the next level.



	Data-driven SEO
	Keyword Ranking Research
	Local SEO
	On-site SEO
	Mobile SEO
	Off-site SEO
	Link building SEO
	Evergreen SEO
	Social Metrics SEO
	Predictive SEO Trends
	National SEO
	International SEO
	Performance Web Optimization
	Crawling & Site Audits Quarterly
	Analytics & Reporting Monthly





Buy Plan














Enterprise

Contact us

Obtain a custom plan that fits your needs



	Data-driven SEO
	Keyword Ranking Research
	Local SEO
	On-site SEO
	Mobile SEO
	Off-site SEO
	Link building SEO
	Evergreen SEO as Needed
	Social Metrics SEO
	Predictive SEO Trends
	National SEO
	International SEO
	Performance Web Optimization as Needed
	Crawling & Site Audits as Needed
	Analytics & Reporting as Needed





Contact Us




















Starter

$5,400.00

$600.00 in savings

Ideal for small businesses just starting.



	Data-driven SEO
	Keyword Ranking Research
	Local SEO
	On-site SEO
	Mobile SEO
	Off-site SEO
	Link building SEO
	Evergreen SEO
	Social Metrics SEO
	Predictive SEO Trends
	National SEO
	International SEO
	Performance Web Optimization
	Crawling & Site Audits
	Analytics & Reporting Quarterly





Buy Plan














Pro

$27,000.00

Best Seller!

$3,000.00 in savings

For businesses looking to take their SEO to the next level.



	Data-driven SEO
	Keyword Ranking Research
	Local SEO
	On-site SEO
	Mobile SEO
	Off-site SEO
	Link building SEO
	Evergreen SEO
	Social Metrics SEO
	Predictive SEO Trends
	National SEO
	International SEO
	Performance Web Optimization
	Crawling & Site Audits Quarterly
	Analytics & Reporting Monthly





Buy Plan














Enterprise

Contact us

Obtain a custom plan that fits your needs



	Data-driven SEO
	Keyword Ranking Research
	Local SEO
	On-site SEO
	Mobile SEO
	Off-site SEO
	Link building SEO
	Evergreen SEO as Needed
	Social Metrics SEO
	Predictive SEO Trends
	National SEO
	International SEO
	Performance Web Optimization as Needed
	Crawling & Site Audits as Needed
	Analytics & Reporting as Needed





Contact Us






























FAQ

Frequently
Asked Questions




Nowadays, it feels like everyone is talking about search engine optimization and how essential it is for your business. But what exactly is "SEO," and why does it matter?

We get it: nobody wants to ask questions like this and have someone scoff in their face. Fortunately, we're here to help.

If we didn't answer your question in this FAQ, please contact us. We'll be happy to address your questions and concerns.



Contact Us









	

Q.What is SEO?





SEO stands for Search Engine Optimization. It is the practice of increasing the quantity and quality of organic traffic to your website through search results.






	

Q.How Does SEO Work?





Search engine optimization (SEO) techniques often change, as search engines change their algorithms on how websites rank on them. Most professional SEO agencies are on top of these changes for their clients to benefit the most from them and not impact their SEO campaigns negatively on rank, or organic traffic coming in.






	

Q.Do I Really Need SEO as Part of my Digital Marketing Strategy?





Yes. On average, 75% of traffic generated by websites and web applications comes from organic search. Search engine optimization is essential for any digital marketing strategy, and one with the best return on investment (ROI).






	

Q.What is Your Web Strategy when It Comes to SEO?





Our SEO web strategies include whitehat-SEO, on-site SEO, off-site SEO, content marketing, along with the application of classic machine learning methods to predict trends, to capture and strategize campaigns that will benefit our clients the most long-term.






	

Q.How Does Your Pricing Work?





We recommend that you first contact us so that we can establish some background regarding your web strategy and optimization goals, along with what you would like to achieve with your SEO campaign short-term and long-term. Once you are an established client, you can either request an invoice from our end by contacting us or directly purchase the SEO campaign of your preference every month. We also offer automated billing as needed.






	

Q.What is SEO Consulting?





SEO consulting is when a business hires an agency or person to direct them on how to best optimize their web properties for SEO. Generally, an SEO consultant is an expert on search engine optimization who creates walks the client through specific web strategies to achieve business goals and product ROI driven results.






	

Q.Is Social Media Connected with SEO?





Integration of your business' social media profiles with SEO on your web properties is essential to a successful SEO campaign. We use a data-driven strategy to optimize your websites best to have a constant rank flow across the web.
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Reviews

What Do Our Clients Say About Us?





We are on a mission to help our clients succeed in their SEO campaigns.

Your success is our success.
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We hired Best Marketing for SEO purposes for 3 of our websites, and they have always exceeded our expectations. They are the most open company I have ever had the opportunity to work within how they want you to try to understand their profession just as much as them; that way, everyone can be contributing all the time. They have no destructive egos, and they are by far the most logical/competent Search Engine Optimization consultants I have ever met. Too many consultants tend to get caught up in substantial granular activity, which eventually pulls you away from the big picture, Best Marketing always has the big picture in mind, and they know the roads to get there.


Richard Tiernay

Designer
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Best Marketing will give you the best Whitehat SEO results in Pittsburgh. They work closely with their clients to provide excellent services, while helping clients to maximize benefits in achieving their goals. Our law firm has achieved amazing success since hiring Roberto and his team. I would highly recommend Best Marketing to any law firm or local business that is looking to achieve greater search engine visibility on their businesses!


Tina Aiello

Designer
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Best SEO and web development agency in the United States (US) hands down. We have used Best Marketing for our law firms around the the United States (US) tri-state area, their campaigns have been very successful and positive after usual waiting-period, we've also used them for a web app to simplify one of our paper process forms that took a very long-time and required 3 employees to do.


Mark B.

Designer
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Our project was truly difficult, we contacted a few of the best web agencies in the United States (US) and none knew how to handle it. They kept mentioning that it was a software project even though it truly was a web design and web development project. Roberto visited our shop in Sewickley, and took the time to listen to us (non-technical people) - then we showed him the back end of the website and what we were trying to achieve. Roberto explained to us that our website front and back were built with PHP and that our re-design that we did a couple of years back only touched the front and the back was still old and breaking. Roberto went ahead and took a few hours of his time to analyze the project and gave us a free estimate; after seeing his dedication to us we really liked his approach and decided to give it a try with a full web design and web development package. Roberto did a beautiful design for our website and optimized our software on the back end, with constant backups so it doesn't break again for us, also kept our database from our clientele intact and we are truly pleased with his work. We will be using Best Marketing again soon as we need our website to be SEO optimized, as well as advice for SEO friendly content. Thanks again!!.


Mike Petrazio

Designer
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I can't say enough good things about working with Best Marketing to design our new company's website. From taking the time to understand our company's vision, goals, and long-term approach - to concept generation, strenuous testing to launch, the whole process was first class. Their process is very well organized, and there we no surprise in time-scope or pricing. In particular, the owner Roberto was terrific to work with. He is extremely knowledgeable, responsive, kind, and courteous, and he pushes all the right buttons to keep things on track. We have other web-based projects in the pipeline and will be using Best Marketing for our SEO, and Web Design needs again.


William Smith

Designer
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Recent Articles on Web Strategy, SEO and Marketing

Stay Updated with Best Marketing









Read more
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Happy Customers















Get in Touch







Thank you kindly for your interest in working with us. Please send us a quick email or text regarding your needs or fill out the following form, and we'll start the conversation.






Contact us





	15 N Sprague Ave,
Suite 41086,
Pittsburgh, PA, 15202



	[email protected]
	+1 (412) 212-6443
	[ Text us ]





Follow us

	 
	 
	 
	 










Contact Form



























Send now





















Growing Businesses with Love in 16 Cities Around the World

Locations









Atlanta









Austin









Boston









Chicago









Houston









Las Vegas









Los Angeles









Miami









New York City









Orlando









Phoenix









Pittsburgh









Portland









San Diego








Seattle








Washington D.C.
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We have over 10 years of experience working with the world's most smartest brands to improve their web strategy and tackle their most challenging problems when it comes to web stratregy and performance.
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